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[THE SOAPBOX] The Dumbing Down of Photography

I

was traveling this summer to San Diego (a
lovely place indeed) and
staying at a well-known
hotel chain (which shall remain
nameless). Much to my surprise
and initial pleasure, I noticed
that this particular hotel had
chosen to decorate most of its
interior walls with photographs,
rather than the more typical
painterly reproductions.
Upon closer inspection I noticed
that the rooms were decorated
with the same handful of massproduced photos from the same
artist. A great commission I’m
sure for this photographer as
the pieces appeared to be numbered and hand-signed. Most
were pretty good too. I hope
she received decent compensation. So far so good.
However, the main foyer overlooking the pool area had a
series of huge 40”x60”, lavishly
framed images of underwater
scenes. These images unfortunately (perhaps fortunately as
you shall see) were not signed
nor could they be considered
art by any means — instead it
would appear that the interior
designer, under budget constraints no doubt, needed a
“nautical theme” for decorating

the common areas and found
a bunch of stock photos that
were then poorly enlarged
to well-beyond poster size,
framed and hung to lend the
proper “atmosphere” to the
foyer.
It almost worked for me.
Unfortunately, the photos
were out-of-focus, poorly
composed, and exhib-

The thing that infuriates me is that
they clearly spent
thousands of dollars on the framing,
but nearly nothing
on the photography
itself
ited all the problems
associated with an
image that is overlyenlarged. In short,
amateurish stock
photography at its
worst.
I mention this
because this is

not the first
time that I
have experienced an
implied association of
photography
to mere decoration (or in
this case, mere
wallpaper).
In fact, the
digital revolution
with its low-cost
and instant gratification has only
made things worse
for those of us who
continue to pursue
the proud tradition
of photographic art
pioneered by the
masters that went
before us.
The thing that infuriates me is that they
clearly spent thousands of dollars on the
framing, but nearly
nothing on the photography itself (and
God help them if they
did spend any significant money on the photos, as they would have
been sorely ripped off).

In short, a deserving art photographer (specializing in underwater photography) once
again was not chosen for a
project to which he or she
would have been an ideal candidate.
Of course, most of the hotel
crowd hardly noticed the images at all, focusing instead
as they were on the soccer
matches, the beer flowing from
the taps, and views of the faux
Caribbean pool area complete
with steel drums and tiki lanterns. For them it truly was
mere decoration.
In the end, it left a bad taste in
my mouth as the promise was
so great but the execution so
mediocre. Ah well.
(continued next page)

photos of moi taken at George Eastman House Museum, Rochester NY,
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n another recent
outing, I was once
again confronted
with the insensitivity and arrogance of corporate
America towards artists’ work.

his 2nd issue of MAGNAchrom exemplifies what
we mean by a hybrid
magazine. The BTZS
Primer article written by Jorge
Gasteazoro (a most interesting
fellow) was a collaborative effort
resulting in the development by
MAGNAchrom of a custom software application to make the
concepts behind BTZS clearer
and ultimately more accessible
to the average Joe.

Here I was at Barnes & Nobles
killing some time waiting for
my wife and daughter to finish
some pre-Christmas shopping
and what do I spy with my little
eye? This lovely rack of framed
“photographic art” for sale.
Included in the display were
reprints from many famous
(mostly dead) B&W photographers. On the other side of the
display were many framed color
photographic reproductions
(see accompanying snapshot)
of what seemed to be mostly
stock photography.
You might be interested in what
Barnes and Nobels charges for
a framed photograph “worth
a thousand words”. The small
pieces were a mere $25.00.
That’s right, framed and ready
to grace your wall to demonstrate to your friends and family
what good taste you have and
of course, implying that you
support the arts.
Of course, nothing could be
further from the truth. Prices
like these hurt the entire art

In keeping with our philosophy,
the software is free to download
for registered users. We hope
you enjoy!
We feel that this type of synergetic authorship is the future of
publishing and you can expect
more such hybrid articles from
MAGNAchrom in the future.
community by commoditizing it.
Like it or not, every photographer in the world is now competing, indirectly of course, with
the likes of Barnes and Nobels,
and Walmart and Crate & Barrel
and whomever else wants to offer cheap “art” as a loss-leader
to get shoppers into their store.
I think it our duty as artists to
convey our displeasure with
such retail antics that ultimately
belittle our industry. Unfortu-

ately, there seems little we can
do about it. More than anything
else, this trivializing of photography poses a greater danger to
us than anything else. And for
shame to the trustees of these
historical photographs for allowing them to be sold for so little.
It would appear that they are
willing to sell out the heart and
soul of art for some immediate
quick profits.
Bah humbug!

J Michael Sullivan
Editor in Chief
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I

tried my lifelong to open the eyes of everyone — my own eyes too — by showing how
extraordinary the most simple things in this
wide and wonderful world.
— Edward Weston

About MAGNAchrom:

Advertising with MAGNAchrom:

MAGNAchrom is an advertiser-supported, hybrid magazine published bimonthy, six times per year. It is available for free to registered users by
downloading from our website at www.magnachrom.com.

MAGNAchrom offers advertisers a
choice of four ad sizes based on the A4
paper format oriented horizontally.

You are encouraged to download it, save it to your harddisk and print it
on your printer. However, you may not resell it, nor put a copy of any issue on any network where it would be accessible by someone browsing
the internet. Additionally, you may not translate it, nor create derivative
versions of any of the articles, photographs, illustrations nor of the issue
in part or in its entirety. Doing so will make us very mad. And trust us,
you don’t want that. Instead, you may place a link to the MAGNAchrom
website and let people download it for themselves.

Artwork should be supplied either as
RGB EPS or RGB PDF or RGB TIFF
(flattened, no layers) TIFF format @
300dpi using the dimensions indicated
below. We do not offer scanning nor
ad layout services at this time. Do not
send CMYK “color separated” files. We
reserve the right to refuse any advertisement that we deem inconsistent
with our target audience.
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How to Print MAGNAchrom on your
inkjet printer:
While you can certainly just hit the
“print” button, the result will not be a
magazine, but rather a bunch of individual pages. We suggest the following
simple procedure to improve the overall visual experience of each issue.
1. First, be sure to use an opaque
paper as you will be printing back to
back. There is nothing worse than
seeing the type from the following
page show through a nice photo.

Full Page (A4 horizontal)
210mm height by 297mm wide
49p7.28 height by 70p1.89 wide
8.267” height by 11.693” wide
2480 pixels height by 3508 pixels wide

2. Now you are ready to print. In your
print dialog box, select Reverse Order and Sequence: Odd Pages Only.
Then print. Only the odd pages
(starting with page 1, the front
cover, will print)

3/4 Page
210mm height by 217.986mm wide
49p7.28 height by 52p2.917 wide
8.267” height by 8.592” wide
2406 pixels height by 2575 pixels wide

3. When your odd pages have finished
printing, take your entire output,
flip it over, and re-insert it into your
printer with the back of the cover on
the top of the paper stack.

1/2 Page
210mm height by 145.324mm wide
49p7.28 height by 34p3.945 wide
8.267” height by 5.721” wide
2480 pixels height by 1716 pixels wide

4. In your print dialog, select Reverse
Order and Sequence: Even Pages
Only. Then select print. This will
print the even pages onto the back
of the previously printed odd pages,
starting with the inside front cover.

1/4 Page
210mm height by 72.662mm wide
49p7.28 height by 17p1.972 wide
8.267” height by 2.861” wide
2480 pixels height by 858 pixels wide
Note: text copy or borders should be
no closer than 1 pica from any edge.
Also, you can optionally bleed any
background color or image an additional 1 pica beyond any edge.
To inquire about current ad rates,
please send email to:
advertise@magnachrom.com

5. When you are done bind the output
using whatever method you have
available (we suggest wire-o binding
along the left-hand edge)
6. ENJOY!
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[HOT MODS] Technikardan Support

A

not uncommon complaint among digital
scan-back users with the otherwise noteworthy Linhof Technikardan is the fact the
front and rear standards are “L” shaped and as
such there is a tendency for torque-induced deflection on the rear standard when used with such
heavy digital scan-backs as the BetterLight 6K2.
As shown in the illustration at right, the rear standard (as ingenious and well-engineered as it is)
allows approximately 1-2mm of movement (particularly in the up and down direction) with such
an application. This of course is not a problem for
most ordinary photographs where a standard film
holder weighs mere ounces and the exposure is
measured in fractions of a second. However, this
behavior is particularly troublesome when using
a heavy scan-back like the BetterLight which requires a rock-solid platform during its typical 3-7
minute exposures.
Rather than sell my beloved TK45S for the likes of
an Arca Swiss, I contacted S.K Grimes in Woonsocket RI to modify my camera so that it would be
rock-solid, yet allow full control, and also be re-

A stock TK45S showing the direction of
deflection of the rear
standard

Technikardan Support (cont.)
Based on a design sketch I provided them, they
worked diligently to improve my camera for my application as shown in the photograph at right.
To test the mod, I took my TK45S with me on a
trip to Ireland last year to see how it would behave
when creating large-format, digital panoramas. It
took some getting used to remembering to unscrew
the RIGHT side of the rear standard, but after a
few tries it became second nature to me. The mod
performed flawlessly providing a very stable platform to shoot in the windy Irish weather.
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movable on those rare cases when I needed 100%
movements.

The result is a camera that is as solid as ANY other
field camera, yet offers complete movements and
no downsides. To say I’m happy with the result is
an understatement!

The modification to the
rear standard performed by
S.K. Grimes allowing nearly
unlimited movementts
Panorama from Ireland using 500mm Nikkor lens and BetterLight Panoramic Adapter

Technikardan Support (cont.)
PHOTOGRAPHER'S MACHINIST

Going digital,
but still need
compatibility?
Give us a call!

Products
• World’s Best Lenscaps
• Original Spanner Wrenches
• New Copal Shutters
• Extension/Recession Tubes
• Custom Threaded Adapters
• Slip-On Adapters
• Focusing Mounts
• Mounting Flanges
• Retaining Rings
• Lens Boards and Adapters
• Unique Bracketry

Services
• Barrel Lens Adapted to Shutters
• Prototyping and Design Shop
• Shutter Repairs and Clear, Lubricate,
and Adjustments
• Lens Board Mountings
• 35mm Conversions

Shown at right is
the camera with the
support removed
for those rare times
when I require full
movements. It takes
nothing more than
an Allen wrench and
about 1 minute to
remove it.
All in all, a simple,
elegant solution that
I’ll bet the Linhof engineers wish they had
thought of!
J Michael Sullivan
You can contact S.K Grimes at
www.skgrimes.com

www.skgrimes.com
tel: 401-762-0857 fax: 401-762-0847

MC

The modification can be
completely removed by
unscrewing 2 allen head
screws and 1 slotted screw.

4-Square*: Lance Keimig
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Four, square, medium-format photographs by pro Lance Keimig, one of our registered users.
You can see more of Lance’s work at www.thenightskye.com.
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* 4-Square is a new, regular feature of MAGNAchrom and is only available to registered medium-format users. See page 15 for details
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4-Square: Lance Keimig

his series of color night
photographs were produced at a time when I
was working mostly in
Black and White. However,
when I came across these
scenes, the combination of sodium vapor, metal halide, and
natural light sources created
irresistible situations of complimentary colors in the fore
and backgrounds. Because
I was shooting color negative films and would be printing them myself, I knew that
I could color correct for one of
the light sources, which in turn
would cause the areas in the
scene not effected by that light
source to shift in the opposite
direction.
For example, In Red Skies, I
printed the image to neutralize the strong cyan cast on
the foreground from the halide
lights reflected of of a nearby
building. This in turn caused
the areas not affected by the
halide lights to shift red- the
opposite color in the spectrum. Being able to recognize
the different light sources, and
knowing how the film will react
to those lights is critical to film
Plume

Camera: Hasselblad 500
Lens: 80mm, about 5 min @ f11
Film: Fuji NPS

13

Lance Keimig
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While it’s true that by shooting
raw files with a digital camera it is possible to adjust the
colors almost any way imaginable, I find the results with film
to be more satisfying for night
photography. Each film has its
own response to different light
sources, and give the resulting
images personality that is often
lacking with digital night photography.

4-Square: Lance Keimig

based color night photography.

Red Skies

Camera: Hasselblad 500
Lens: 80mm, about 5 min @ f11
Film: Fuji NPL
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4-Square: Lance Keimig
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Red Skies II

Camera: Hasselblad 500
Lens: 50mm, about 5 min @ f11
Film: Fuji NPL

Submit your work to 4-Square!

About you:
Your Name
________________
Your MC email ________________
Your Website ________________
For each of four square images:
Title		
________________
Camera
________________
Rollfilm		
________________
Exposure
________________
Lens		
________________
Year taken
________________
Location
________________
Link to photo ________________

If chosen, you will need to supply
four photographs sized to 2030
x 2030 pixels in RGB JPG (high
quality) format. Images should not
have any borders. FTP information will be supplied to those that
win. If you are not chosen, please
submit again for the next issue
— there is no limit to the number
of times you can submit. Winners
however must wait one year before
submitting again.

MAGNAchrom v1.2

To be considered, send email to
foursquare@magnachrom.com
with the following information:
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4-Square: Lance Keimig

4-square is a new, regular article
in MAGNAchrom that will feature
four medium format, square photographs of one of our registered
users. The images must be shot
with a medium-format camera
and rollfilm and must be square.
Large format film cropped square
will be disqualified.

The Arrival

Camera: Hasselblad 500
Lens: 80mm, about 5 min @ f8
Film: Fuji NPL
MC

[INTERVIEW] Michael Veit
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thought it outrageous. Little did I know where all that would
lead.
Hah! So what led you to go from 35mm to 4x5 practically
overnight? I’ll bet your initial pix were damn good!

MV:

Damn good? I”m not sure because I hated darkroom work
and rarely printed anything (shoot, this is sounding a bit
bizarre, maybe you should interview someone else who took
a more conventional path?)... but I’ll continue with the question if you want.

MC:

All roads lead to Rome my friend!

MV:

The desire to move up in format came quickly once I got
past a couple mental hurdles, like understanding that amatuers can have professional equipment too. That was a
source of real hesitation which the internet forums helped
me overcome.

MC:

Heck, 90% of the people on LargeFormat Forum are either
retired or have full-time jobs. The cool thing is that some
of the best medium and large format photography is being
done by amateurs today! (the pros have mostly switched
over to pure digital due to client demands)

MV:

I guess that makes sense. It’s kinda frightening for the general prospect of film/LF, though. I simply can’t believe how
quickly things have changed.

MC:

I predicted this back in 1992 in an article I wrote for HOW
magazine. Those were the first digital studio shots I ever
art-directed and I was very impressed. $50,000 for a 2k x 2k
Leaf digital back that took three shots in a row to make for
one image!

MV:

So it’s all YOUR fault!

MC:

Not! Actually, the purchase of my Linhof in 1996 was a hedge
against the digital onslaught but then I didn’t stop there
either: next was a Mamiya 7, then a Mamiya 7II, then some
more Linhofs, then a Canon 20d then lately a Gaoersi 4x5
handheld. The cool thing is that I *DO* sell my work. It has
taken a while, but I’m regularly getting $1000+ for my large
prints. So large cameras have been very very good to me!

MAGNAchrom: So how is Buffalo?
Michael Veit: Buffalo is dreary, and the weather sucks too. (No,
bad joke, Buffalo has a lot going for it!)
MC:

Beautiful down here in Atlanta today: 78 degrees & sunny.

MV:

You travel much?

MC:

Every week, 100%. If I were 20 yrs old this would be a great
life! OTOH, I wouldn’t want to be 20 — nobody takes you
seriously. Speaking of being 20 yrs old, did you ever photograph back then?

MV:

No, not really. Snaps once in a while until about 6 years ago
when the bug suddenly hit irrationally and in a big way. Finally got serious with a “real” 35mm camera and have pretty
much been obsessed ever since.

MC:

So what “turned you on”?

MV:

Actually, money. I had a brief moment when I had it (money)
and the idea of getting decent photo equipment just suddenly
hit me. I’d be lying if I said it was always a dream of mine.

MC:

Well, at least that’s honest! You must have bought a film
camera back then as the digital cameras were only just
starting to become generally available.

MV:

Yeah, an EOS 3 with a decent L lens. Spent $1600 on it and

17

MC:
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elf-effacing, self-taught, and wildly irreverent with a wry sense of humor,
Michael Veit is one of those hidden
gems we at MAGNAchrom love to discover.
He is an amateur waiting to be discovered.
This interview took place via IM (Instant
Messaging). Michael lives near Buffalo NY.
His website is www.michaelveit.com.

MV:

18MC:
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MV:

Shoot, that’s great! It makes sense if you’re at least selling
something. I have yet to even give one away.
Well, I promise you — your work is noteworthy. Actually, I
advise photographers to give away small prints to friends
and church raffles etc. And reserve their big prints for galleries and the paying public
Well, thanks. I worked in a total vacuum for five years with
no feedback but then decided it was time to “get out” and do
something with it all. Hence the primitive web site, my contact with you, etc...

MC:

Which technical camera did you purchase initially?

MV:

Linhof Technika III. A real tank.

MC:

Hey, My FIRST camera was a Tech 4! Loved that thing. (That
was back in the 1970s)

MV:

It was okay, but I soon broke it. I’m good at that.

MC:

Dropped it?

MV:

Wind blew over the tripod and the cast aluminum of the
front standard broke. I gooped it with liquid weld,
but that never really “took.”

I shot 35mm for about a
year and when I saw the
first 4x5 (picture of a
guy with his Pocket Expedition) on photo.net, I
thought it was a joke: Do
people still shoot those
things????

MC:

So when did you join APUG?

MV:

First day it went public. I think I’m member
#42 or something.

MC:

What year was that?

MV:

I wanna say 2003, or maybe 2002?

MC:

About a year or two after you purchased
your Canon?

MV:

Yes. Anyway, I shot 35mm for about a year
and when I saw the first 4x5 (picture of a
guy with his Pocket Expedition) on photo.
net, I thought it was a joke: Do people still
shoot those things???? But then I started
thinking about it and the bug to move up to
large format hit me hard. I was doing a lot
of “urban exploration”, crawling into places
and climbing on top of things, etc. And I thought, if I’m going to risk life limb and liberty dragging my gear to these
locations, I want to come back with the biggest, most beautiful negatives possible. But the transition to larger size was
rough.

MC:

How so? darkroom stuff? Or just all the overwhelming choices?

MV:

No the trick to not being overwhelmed by choices is to jump
in without knowing there are any. So I just bought a technical camera off eBay without even knowing where the film
goes. Yup, those were heady days of ignorance alright.

MC: Must have been quite the fall, ‘cause Linhof’s are
pretty rugged.
MV: Problem is it fell totally flat — the kind of
straight-on hit that cracks castings or anything.
Had it been at an angle it might have survived.
MC: So what were you shooting when the camera
broke?
MV: Oh, a frigging tree stump — one of, like, 10
pure “landscape” shots I’ve ever done. Lesson
learned. These days I’m shooting a Shen-Hao 4x5.
Much has been written about that camera and it’s
all true. It’s not an Ebony, but it’s the best cheap
imitation available.
MC: Nice camera. So you now stick with “safe”
urbanscapes! Too funny!

MV:

Yes, it beats the cameras to death as well, but at least I’m
having more fun.

MC:

What other challenges did the move to large format entail
for you?

MV:

Well, to complete the story, I got the Technika in the mail,
figured out where the lens goes and took one look at that
dim, upside down and backwards image and my heart fell
through the floor. I was coming from a SLR and remember
thinking, “you can’t be bloody serious! This is NEVER going
to work.” I took 4 shots that afternoon, but then took the

MC:

What did you do with your film? Did you send it out? Or did
you process it yourself?

MV:

I was shooting B&W and
processed it myself. Unfortunately I learned the awful
truth by that evening.

MC:

Oh? Underexposed? Out of
focus?

MV:

Actually, a totally black neg
where I pulled the darkslide
out at the wrong time! It’s
hard to remember now, but
the order of how to do all the
steps of exposure is pretty
daunting for a newbie.

MC:

Yes, it can be overwhelming
indeed. But that is part of
the charm don’t you think?
This “pain in the ass” thing
is not going to get the better
of me!

MV:

Well, for a couple months it
did get the better of me. I’m
inclined to I quit things initially, but I always get back
to them and plow my way through. Glad I stuck with it.

MC:

Did the members on APUG help out? Or did you mostly lurk?

MV:

I’m mostly a lurker. I got a whole lot of great info off LargeFormat page and pNet. By the time APUG came along I had
the basics down. But the internet is where I got pretty much
everything and where I still turn to when I have a question.

MC:

Have you taken any classes or courses? (After all, RIT is just
down the street)

MV:

No. I’ve never been big on formal training for anything. I
don’t know why, but I’d rather fumble through things on my
own. That’s probably self-defeating, but you are who you
are, I guess.

MC:

So when was your first “aha” moment — the time when it all
came together for the first time?
MV: A few moments stand out —
like when I discovered the use of
camera movements, both for perspective and focus. And, of course,
the first chrome on the light table
really was a revelation.

19
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camera and jammed it into the back of a closet — I was sure
it was one of those embarrassing eBay disasters, you know.
And there it sat for a few months. But I always knew it was
there and eventually dragged it out and now it’s all second
nature to me.

MC: do you have that photo? (I
think everything you showed me so
far was color neg — correct?)
MV: It was a bridge shot at night
and is still around somewhere. I
rarely throw anything out. But the
real “aha” moments crept up on me
when I had my big camera set up
shooting some old relics of buildings
and suddenly things just seemed so
right: shooting old but great subjects with old but great technology.
The camera and building would just
be sitting there looking at each other and I realized how right it was.
sition to color neg?
MV:

MC: When did you make the tran-

A couple years ago. I was shooting B&W and starting to feel
frustrated by it. I’d sometimes go out and realize I was on
the hunt for tonality and texture and was, in reality, photographing the process rather than the subject. I knew something was going way off and then the move to color was one
of desperation that proved to be a real eye opener. Shots

that hadn’t worked before, suddenly did. It was incredible.
That was one of those “aha” moments.

20MC:
MV:

Do you have a preference in color neg film?
Less so now that I’m learning a little more about digtal
tweaking. But I still prefer the airiness of Kodak Portra
160NC over, say, the Fuji line, all else being equal. There’s a
subtlety to it which I love.
Yeah, I’m rather fond of Portra 400NC — that’s my personal
favorite these days. I actually LOVE grain!

MV:

I’ve started playing with it, but haven’t put
the 400 through its paces. Alec Soth shoots
400 NC (in 8x10)

MC:

Do you have your own C-41 processing
setup? Or do you send out?

MV:

Yes, I process my own. It’s easier than B&W
and much cheaper doing it yourself — plus
it offers instant feed back. I don’t know why
there’s such a mystique about color processing.

MC:

Just the “mystique” part I guess! What
about prints?

MV:

B&W I print myself. I tried color but any
mystique attached to that is well deserved!
It’s just not worth it. So I print from scans
on a Frontier for my color.

MAGNAchrom v1.2

MC:

MC:
MV:

Ontario is a hopping place while the Western NY region is in
perpetual economic distress -- it’s fascinating and I want to
do some work on it.
MC:

How has 9/11 affected your photographing building sites?

MV:

It’s been a nightmare ever since. The problem is less the
cops, who are generally pretty clued in, but the passing vigilante motorist who phones in their spotting of the terrorist
photographing the garbage dump. Once called, the cops are
duty-bound to respond, but it’s become a routine hassle for
me. I’ve printed up some business cards and that
helps a little. But it’s always an issue. Anyone not
shopping at a mall or sitting on the couch watching TV is a suspect.

Yes, I process my own.
It’s easier than B&W and
much cheaper doing it
yourself — plus it offers
instant feed back. I don’t
know why there’s such
a mystique about color
processing.

Do you have a good supplier there in Buffalo? Would you
recommend them to others?
There’s a couple local labs that are okay for prints to 11x14
but for anything bigger I use Elevator Digital up in Toronto.
Those guys up there are great and really take pride in working with the photographer to get things right. A real collaborative effort.

MC:

Do you shoot much up in Canada?

MV:

I’m starting to shoot more up there because I’m doing a
project contrasting things north and south of the border.

MC: What was the worse case?
MV: Worst was when a passing van called me in
and then started to follow me all around the city
after I’d gotten in my car. I knew the guy was on
the horn with the dispatcher, giving a breathless,
turn-by-turn account of where I was going so the
cops would find me. I was terrified he’d lose me
and it would start a state-wide manhunt so I took
it slow. Then when the cops did pull me over, it
was two squad cars and a 20 minute stop. Just a
total surrealistic scene.
MC: Wow! Any hassles in Canada?

MV: No, not yet. For some reason I feel both safer
and more accepted up there with a camera. Not sure why.

MC:

Not as many hotheads!

MV:

I guess. Or at least they yell at you with a nice accent.

MC:

Do you shop locally for camera gear or film? Or do you purchase everything via the web? I’m thinking of Harry’s Pro
shop in Toronto

MV:

Almost all by web. Selection, price... you’d certainly like to
support the locals, but the options are so limited.

MC:

Well now THAT’S a huge change from 10 years ago! What do

MV:

Well, seeing as how mainstream photography is almost a different animal from when I first got serious, I’d say digital.

MC:

Would you consider yourself an analog photographer? Or a
digital one? Or a combination?

MV:

Really it’s still incredible to me how quickly the besieged
mentality has settled over
anyone who still shoots
film. I think the capture
mode is the all important
thing. Since I shoot film, I
consider myself traditional
— the fact there might be
a digital component in the
printing is less important,
I feel.

MC:

Perhaps a better question
would be “do you consider
yourself primarily a large
format photographer?” The
reason I ask is that your
work has a formal, contemplative feeling to it.

MV:

I’m sure there is a LF way
of shooting that both attracts certain types and
produces certain results. It
can be a trap when carried
to its extreme. Yes, I have
a formalistic bent that LF
really lets me go nuts with,
if I’m not careful — and certainly there’s no conflict with the
grain elevator work I did, which lends itself to it. But it can be
a trap, like I said, and I find myself trying to break free from
all LF’s temptations and my worst, most “static” impulses. I’d
like to free things up a bit.

MC:

Would you consider medium format? If so what camera system might you consider?

MV:

I’ve got a Pentax 67 which I use as a “Sketch pad” of sorts
when going to new locations, but I don’t find it very satisfying. I’d like to stick with LF, but am lately trying to apply it a
bit more freely.

MC:

What about handheld 4x5’s?

MV:

That’s one of the things I’ve been thinking of. An old Speed
Graphic, or something.
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MC: It is conventional wisdom
that smaller cameras are much
better for capturing that “decisive moment” but I find that
if you really practice, you can
achieve pretty much anything
with a bigger camera. Would you
use high-speed film with a handheld? Could you feel comfortable
without the tripod?
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you think has affected photography more: The web or digital?

MV: Losing the tripod would be
tough — almost as tough as
learning to live with it. The other
option is to pick your shot (background) and then wait for something interesting to move into it.
You won’t get decisive moment
stuff, but more like: “look what
interesting things happen at this
corner,” stuff. And that can be
revealing too. I think it’s more
a question of letting go of obsessiveness to get everything
“right.” It isn’t just the tripod, or
any equipment, but rather getting over some self-imposed mental requirement.
MC:

So how does a Speed Graphic give you that?

MV:

I don’t think it’s equipment related at all. The graphic is just
an idea I’ve been playing with, like many others.

MC:

well, I find that medium format certainly frees you up as

MV:

Freedom can be had by looser framing, less “construction” of
shots, more intuitive shooting, etc... some of my most successful shots are ones I first assumed I’d blown because I
don’t remember analyzing them at the time.

Absolutely. You can’t construct it. Or rather, you rarely can
construct it successfully... or at least, I can’t. That’s also why
one of my big rules is always to take the obvious shot first.
Photographers will be quoted that rarely is the first shot the
best... you have to walk around and analyze and find the
spot, etc. And I say, fine, But take the obvious shot FIRST!

MC:

But “obvious” requires a trained eye!

MC:

So more of a “gut” feel, rather that a rational one?

MV:

MV:

Exactly. Interesting story about that, if you
want it...

There’s a reason it was obvious — because it was ready
made and likely not possible to be improved upon...

MC:

Sure!

MV:

I don’t bracket too much any more, but
used to quite a bit. Over time I looked at my
keepers and found that they were shots I
hadn’t bracketed. It was a real mystery until
I realized that I’d been bracketing in direct
relation to the difficulty of the shot. The
ones that flowed naturally, I just took once.
But the more effort involved (the more
forced) the more sheets I’d blow through
once set up.

MC:

Do you think that you had “pre visualized”
the shot somehow and thus was more natural?

MV:

I’ll send you a shot that illustrates it. It was
a factory they were tearing down that I shot from an overpass. The factory stretched low, there was a train car off to
the side... a classic horizontal composition. But when I got
there, I stuck a medium wide on the camera and took a vertical with tons of sky. And as I was walking back. I thought,
what the hell did I just do? That wasn’t the plan at all! I
didn’t develop that (single) sheet for a couple weeks, but
once I did. I realized that something intuitive inside me was
seeing the scene as it was meant to be seen.
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MC:

does a handheld 4x5 but the idea of creating “decisive moment” kinds of photos w/ my Linhof I have a hard time
imagining.

So the answer is, no, the
“obvious shot” isn’t obvious to everyone, even
if huge bodies of work
that resonate so easily
argue that it ought to
be. That’s the tantalizing
paradox.

So you believe that real photography begins with intuition?
(Or at least real art?)

MC: But could an untrained person even SEE it?

MV: That’s a great question because it focuses on
the enigma central to all art viewing, and most
particularly, to the viewing and appreciation of
photography. If the “average person” can spot
the obviousness — the inevitable rightness — of a
scene in the finished print, why can’t he do so in
real life? Why aren’t we all great photographers?
Sometimes you’re tempted to a simple answer:
because we weren’t there with a camera when the
winter storm was clearing or the moon rose over
the cemetery. But even with Adams that’s a copout answer, never mind how off the mark it would
be in the case of a Sternfeld, Eggleston, or Wall
(to get back to color). If I had a print from one of
these guys, I could stare at it every day and never
stop asking what makes it so right, and my inability to analyze it would keep it fresh forever. And I’d
always be frustrated by the fact I likely would have missed
the scene’s “rightness” even though I can be shown it so
clearly after the fact. That’s the genius of these guys. So the
answer is, no, the “obvious shot” isn’t obvious to everyone,
even if huge bodies of work that resonate so easily argue
that it ought to be. That’s the tantalizing paradox.

MC:

Readers might want to know how one goes about “self training” — did you read any books?

MV:

I’m embarrassed to say almost everything I learned I did
from the internet.

MV:

Well, are there particular sites and/or individuals who have
inspired you? Or led you to discover things for yourself?
What was the first piece you remember? And a related question: how do you separate the “wheat from the chaff”? (The
internet is full of bull and marketing hype)
All of photography was new to me 5-6 years ago and I
learned bits and pieces
about different photographic styles piece by
piece. At first I was doing
B&W and wanted to be the
Adams of urban landscape
photography — so those
techniques were what I
wanted to learn about...
the zone system and all
that. But then I discovered other photographers,
learned what else photography could be and that,
too, was an eye opener.

MC:

You must have run into
the classic problem of using the zone system with
35mm — difficult at best!

MV:

Well, I wasn’t born to the
zone system anyway. All
that testing... too anal for
me. But it was part of the
reason I went with larger
format.

MC:

You must have observed
that there was something “different” about what you were
seeing online with certain photographers — is it clear now
in hindsight that the photographers whose work was large
format resonated better with you?

MV:

No. It was “the thing to do”. I was very suggestible back
then. It was all new and exciting. And it takes a long while

to really discover what kind of photographer you truly are
... without overbearing outside influences. But eventually it
comes out.
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MC:

Is it safe to say that you don’t mind experimenting and failing?

MV:

Experimenting and failing? No problem at all. I had, and still
have, many failures. It sometimes makes me think successes are flukes. But you do grow
— learn to anticipate how the
camera will see things, and then
to use that knowledge. There are
still surprises.
MC: Perhaps today you might
have ended up with medium format or digital instead?
MV: The only time I’m conscious
of format is when I see a square
shot and I think, 6x6... but so
what? I likely would have gravitated to LF anyway. Certainly
for the architectural work, the
movements are great... beg for
it, sometimes. And, yeah, the
large size of the negative itself
is seductive... but we’ve covered
that.
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MC:

MC: No regrets then? How long
do you see yourself using large
format into the future?
MV: I’ll stick with LF. I’m done
with the grain elevator series
which was quite formalistic in essence. Lately I’ve been working on the North/South project I
mentioned which still has some architecture, but also some
street scenes, some people shots. A real mish-mash. And my
approach is also more varied and freer. I’ve even gone back
to quite a bit of B&W with it. It’s very free-form and exciting
for me. Kind of like starting over with a clean slate.

MC:
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Are you planning a show of your elevator series? If you were
ask to put on a show tomorrow, what sizes would you print
this series?
I’m putting together a portfolio right now on that work. I
had “moved on” and put that project behind me without ever
showing it, but one day, I looked at that stack of negatives
and thought, this isn’t right. I have to do something with all
this work before I can really close the door on it. So I’m finally getting the color stuff printed and working on the B&W
on my own. To begin with I’m doing everything in 11x14
— a manageable size to show. And then, if the interest is out
there, I’ll scale up.

MC:

The 11x14’s will initially be inkjet? Or type C? Would you
consider Fuji Crystal Archive?

MV:

Yeah, Fuji Crystal Archive is the plan. I’ve had a 20x30 done
of one of the elevator interiors that simply blew me away.

MC:

Are there any galleries in western NY or southern Ontario
that you would like to see your work hang? Or might you
start off with a library showing? Or even a Starbucks?

MV:

Buffalo has a very rich gallery scene. Unfortunately I’m far
removed from it so it’ll be a matter of just starting to knock
on doors. I’ve thought of starting really local — at coffee
places etc. But that would mean breaking the shots up. I’ve
got a pretty complete body of work here that I’d like to see
hung as one piece. Perhaps that’s a pretty demanding attitude... or hope. Dunno. That certainly would be my preference that I’ll shoot for until I get too many rejections.

MC:

Well, you can show them this issue and that should get their
attention! How many images comprise your elevator series?

MV:

It’s a question of what number to narrow it down to — I’ve
been shooting these places for 6 years! But I’ll probably start
with 12 color and 12 B&W to show around.

MC:

That’s a good sized show! Have you considered how you will
frame these pieces? With mat? Metal frames perhaps?

MV:

I like the idea of just holding them on the wall with those
clips — no frame at all. Mat and glass, sure, but just floating

there with the simple utility of those clips. These were utilitarian places, if nothing else, so it kinda fits.
MC:

Well, I for one can’t wait to see all these hanging on a wall!

MV:

Get in line — it’s bound to give me a heart attack, after all
these years! Most importantly, It’ll allow me to finally close
the book on it all.
MC

SUBMIT YOUR PORTFOLIO!

W

e at MAGNAchrom are always looking for new artists to showcase in future issues of our magazine.
Potential candidates should demonstrate a dedication to medium and/or large format photography. Small-camera portfolios will be rejected!

You must be a registered user of MAGNAchrom in order to
submit your portfolio or article for consideration. And you
must use the Contribute! form on our website. The Contribute! form can be accessed at: www.magnachrom.com
All submissions must be done online — no physical portfolios
will be reviewed and thus there is nothing ever to get lost nor
anything ever to return back to you. The goal is to be fair and
efficient. International artists are most welcome to submit.
We look forward to hearing from you!

[TOOLKIT] Michael Veit’s Location Gear
110mm Schneider XL lens
72mm Schneider XL lens
		
Shen-Hao 4x5
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90mm Schneider XL lens
Miscellaneous bits and pieces
		
180mm Symmar S lens

[PORTFOLIO] Michael Veit’s Elevator Series

GLF

MAGNAchrom v1.2
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St Mary’s
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Basement of Cargill’s
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Basement of US Grain

29

Concrete Central Exterior #1
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H-O Oats in fog
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Control Room, top of US Grain
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Basement, Cargill’s Grain

33

Demolition of H-O Oats #2
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34

Gelmac interior
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H-O Demo, final day
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Marine Tower , Concrete Central
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GLF

Nothing to Wear

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 110mm Schneider XL
Exposure: ¼ sec @ f22

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 110mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 1/30 @ f16

St. Mary’s

H-O Demolition #3

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 110mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 1/30 @ f16

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 72mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 1/15 @ f16

Basement, Cargill’s Grain

Control room, US Grain

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Fuji Pro S
Lens: 150mm Escofot process
Exposure: 7 sec @ f32

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Fuji Pro S
Lens: 180mm Symmar S
Exposure: 8 sec @ f22

Basement of US Grain

Basement, Cargill’s Grain

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 400 NC
Lens: 110mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 6 min @ f22 with
reduced development

Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Fuji Pro S
Lens: 150mm Escofot process
Exposure: 7 sec @ f32

H-O demolition #2
Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Pro S
Lens: 72mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 1/60 @ f16

Gelmac interior
Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 90mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 20 sec @ f22

H-O Demolition, final day
Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 110mm Schneider XL
Exposure: 1/30 @ f16

Marine tower,
Concrete Central
Camera: Shen-Hao 4x5
Location: Buffalo, NY
Film: Kodak Portra 160 NC
Lens: 180mm Symmar S
Exposure: 1/15 @ f22
MC

iYBIG
Large Format
Spoken Here
advertise@magnachrom.com

2006: AVAILABLE COLOR NEG FILM
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2006

[6x6]
56mm x 56mm
3136 sq. mm area
79mm diagonal
12 exposures 120
24 exposures 220

[6x7]
56mm x 68mm
3808 sq. mm area
88mm diagonal
10 exposures 120
20 exposures 220

Canon 1Ds

24mm x 36mm
864 sq. mm

was a banner year for color
negative films. Both Kodak
and Fuji shipped new, improved versions of their venerable color neg materials. Both claim to have improved their formulations
for digital scanning which may suggest the direction that the big manufacturers are taking for color
reproduction is increasingly towards color negative
materials. And while it is true that there are fewer
choices in color negative brands and types than there
were just a few short years ago (can you say Agfa? or
Kodak 100T?), the market seems to have stabilized.
We thought it would be a good idea to take stock of
what the generally available color negative inventory looks like today. We’ll be checking back next year
to see how the landscape changes.
FUJI vs KODAK COLOR NEGATIVE MATERIALS MATRIX
Lower Contrast
Lower Saturation

[6x8]
56mm x 75mm
4200 sq. mm area
94mm diagonal
9 exposures 120
18 exposures 220

ISO 800
Canon 30d
15 x 22.5mm

Medium Contrast
Medium Saturation

Highter Contrast
Higher Saturation

Portra 800

Fujicolor Pro 800Z

ISO 400

Portra 400 NC
Fujicolor Pro 400H

Portra 400 VC

ISO 160

Portra 160 NC
Fujicolor Pro 160S

Portra 160 VC
Fujicolor Pro 160C

2006: AVAILABLE COLOR NEG FILM (CONT.)
So what does it all mean?

[6x9]

W

h y all the fuss over color negative
film? Isn’t chrome the more desirable
color film format? Historically, yes. Color
reversal films enjoyed dominence for many
years due to a variety of factors, not the
least was that all printed publications pretty
much demanded chromes for reproduction.
Furthermore, projecting those lovely, underexposed slides of the family vacation was a
national pastime for generations.
However, in the past few years, both
Kodak and Fuji have been forced to consolidate their operations and in doing so, have
eliminated various film sizes (and formulations) that are no longer profitable. Additionally, it appears they are actively spending more money promoting color neg at the
expense of color reversal films.
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56mm x 82mm
4592 sq. mm area
99mm diagonal
8 exposures 120
16 exposures 220
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[6x12]
56mm x 112mm*
6272 sq. mm area
125mm diagonal
6 exposures 120
12 exposures 220
* Linhof = 120mm

[6x17]
56mm x 168mm
9408 sq. mm area
177mm diagonal
4 exposures 120
8 exposures 220

It remains to be seen whether both
fomats will survive into the middle of the
21st century.

2006: AVAILABLE COLOR NEG FILM (CONT.)
FUJI COLOR NEGATIVE ROLL FILMS (C41)
PRODUCT NAME

ISO

FORMATS

DESCRIPTION

Daylight 160/23°

120 (5 and 20-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

Medium-speed, daylight-type, extremely fine-grain color negative film. Suited especially to portrait photography. Provides wide exposure latitude from under- to overexposures, superb skin
tones with smoothly continuous gradation from the highlights to the shadows, highly faithful
color reproduction. New generation emulsion design allows for optimum scanning quality.

Fujicolor Pro 160C

Daylight 160/23°

120 (5-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

Medium-speed, daylight-type, extremely fine-grain, higher-contrast color negative film.
Suited to a wide range of photographic applications, including portrait, commercial work,
fashion, architectural and interior photography.Provides enhanced saturation and higher
sharpness, superb gray balance, wide exposure latitude. It also has improved reciprocity
characteristics and enhanced color image stability. New generation emulsion design allows
for optimum scanning quality.

Fujicolor Pro 400H

Daylight 400/27°

120 (5 and 20-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

High-speed, daylight-type, fine-grain, color negative film, incorporating Fujifilm’s proprietary
4th color layer. Suited especially to wedding, portrait and fashion photography where accurate rendition of the subject is essential. Provides wide exposure latitude from under- to
overexposures, superb skin tones with smoothly continuous gradation from the highlights to
the shadows, highly faithful color reproduction.

Fujicolor Pro 800Z

Daylight 800/30°

120 (5-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

Very-high-speed, daylight-type, fine-grain, high-contrast color negative film. Suited especially to portrait, wedding and fashion photography. Provides vibrant colors with high fidelity,
smooth textures, excellent grays, wide exposure latitude.

Fujicolor NPL

Tungsten 160/23°

120 (5-roll packs)

Medium-speed, tungsten-type, fine-grain color negative film for exposure durations of
1/30th to 2 seconds. Suited to studio portrait and copy work. Provides smooth, pleasing
skin tones and natural color images with exceptional detail ideal for portraits. It also has
improved reciprocity characteristics and enhanced color image stability.
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FUJI COLOR NEGATIVE SHEET FILMS (C41)
PRODUCT NAME

ISO

FORMATS

Fujicolor Pro 160S

Daylight 160/23°

4x5 in. (10 and 50 sheets)
QL 4x5 in. (20 sheets)
8x10 in. (10 sheets)
9x12 cm (20 sheets)
13x18 cm (20 sheets)

Fujicolor Pro 160C

Daylight 160/23°

QL 4x5 in. (20 sheets)

Fujicolor NPL

Tungsten 160/23°

4x5 in. (10 and 50 sheets)
8x10 in. (10 sheets)
QL 4x5 (20 sheets)

2006: AVAILABLE COLOR NEG FILM (CONT.)
KODAK COLOR NEGATIVE ROLL FILMS (C41)
ISO

FORMATS

DESCRIPTION

Portra 160 NC

Daylight 160/23°

120 (5 and 20-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

For subtle color and smooth, natural skin tones in controlled lighting situations.
Natural colors. Extremely fine grain. Low contrast. Controlled lighting

Portra 160 VC

Daylight 160/23°

120 (5-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

For more vivid color and slightly higher contrast in controlled lighting situations.
Vivid colors. Extremely fine grain. Medium contrast. Controlled lighting.

Portra 400 NC

Daylight 400/27°

120 (5 and 20-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

For subtle color and natural skin tones in low light or with on-camera flash. Natural
colors. Very fine grain. Low contrast. Wide range of lighting conditions.

Portra 400 VC

Daylight 400/27°

120 (5 and 20-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

For vibrant color and slightly higher contrast to add snap to images shot in flat or
overcast light. Vivid colors. Very fine grain. Medium contrast. Wide range of lighting conditions

Portra 800

Daylight 800/30°

120 (5-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

For natural skin tone reproduction, and enhanced color in the most difficult lighting
situations. Well balanced color saturation. Very fine grain. Best-in-class underexposure latitude. Ideal for long lenses and low light.

Ultra Color 100 UC

Daylight 100/20°

120 (5-roll packs)

Rich color and outstanding image structure. Delivers more control to consistently
provide exceptional results over a broad range of exposure conditions. Extremely
fine grain and razor-like sharpness.

Ultra Color 400 UC

Daylight 400/27°

120 (5-roll packs)
220 (5-roll packs)

A faster film for low-light conditions or motion shots, ULTRA COLOR 400 Film gives
you saturated colors well-matched to those of ULTRA COLOR 100 Film. Extremely
fine grain.

NOTE: Kodak plans to discontinue Portra 100T (Tungsten) films by the end of 2006
For technical information on Portra films, consult:
www.kodak.com/global/en/professional/support/techPubs/e4040/e4040US.pdf

KODAK COLOR NEGATIVE SHEET FILMS (C41)

MC

PRODUCT NAME

ISO

FORMATS

Portra 160 NC

Daylight 160/23°

4x5 in. (10 and 50 sheets)
ReadyLoad 4x5 in. (20 sheets)
8x10 in. (10 sheets)

Portra 160 VC

Daylight 160/23°

ReadyLoad 4x5 in. (20 sheets)

Portra 400 NC

Daylight 400/27°

4x5 in. (10 and 50 sheets)
8x10 in. (10 sheets)
ReadyLoad 4x5 (20 sheets)
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PRODUCT NAME

BTZS

Beyond The Zone: An Editorial

Side Note:

The free, downloadable MAGNAchrom BTZS spreadsheet calculator is not meant to compete
with, nor replace the commercially available BTZS Plotter
software sold by the ViewCamera Store and others. These
products remain more configurable, more automated, and of
course, more expensive.
Instead, the MAGNAchrom calculator is meant to assist those
who are “sitting on the fence”
about embarking on their own
BTZS journey by allowing them
to test out the methodology
without spending a bundle on
densitometry equipment and
software. Further, because
some of the steps require manually entering data (instead of
being totally automated) the
MAGNAchrom software illustrates what is going on “under
the hood” without any mystery.

In spite of the manual steps involved, the MAGNAchrom software is fully functional and very
precise. The underlying math is
directly derived from Phil Davis’
published methodology. So for
those who wish to jump in, we
say: go for it!

I

have been a practicioner of neither the Zone System nor Phil Davis’ Beyond The Zone System (BTZS). Back when I was a studio photographer, we used lighting to bring the scene
into the film’s zone, not the other way around. Since my studio days, I have pursued a color
agenda, prefering to shoot with color negative materials due to their increased latitude and
good scanning characteristics, so I had no need to create my own B&W methodology.

When Jorge Gasteazoro approached MAGNAchrom to do an article on BTZS I was happy to oblige
as there are plenty of large format photographers who are interested in this subject yet because of
all the math involved either don’t understand it or don’t want to invest the time to learn. My hope
was that this article would finally shine light on an otherwise dense subject.
In reviewing the article I came to realize that there was a large vocabulary of terms and concepts
that many photographers would not be familiar with (even though perhaps they should). Also, his
initial draft made a reasonable assumption: either you owned the commercial Plotter software in
which case one could easily follow along, or you didn’t, in which case Jorge’s intent was to guide
the reader to manually plotting their own curves so that they could follow the concepts.
Pretty intense stuff. So in order to facilitate a reader in following the article without the tedious requirement of manual plotting I decided to build a spreadsheet to model the core BTZS concepts.
Little did I know what I was in for! However, the end result is quite powerful and usable (and best of
all, it’s free). Most of the math was very familiar to me already — anyone who is familiar with digital
printer profiles will immediately understand the sound concepts of BTZS. Basically the idea is to calibrate the entire end-to-end system so that it behaves in a more predictible way.
As an analogy, if you were to purchase a scanner, a computer, and an inkjet printer, the chances
of you being able to scan a photo, adjust it in Photoshop, and print what you see are pretty much
zero unless you also profile your scanner, your monitor, AND your printer — all three. Once you
have tuned your system, scanning/printing still aren’t “push button”, rather they become more predictible. It is not that any one component is more accurate, instead the system as a whole is more
accurate and as such can handle greater deviations and still produce acceptible quality work.
This last point sounds counter-intuitive. Yet it is true. Sytems that are profiled behave more predictably and can handle less-than-optimal inputs and still deliver close to optimal outputs. This is
what Jorge means when he states that he doesn’t need to be a slave to exact film speed calculations and film processing times (a common complaint of those that don’t understand the core
concept of a system-wide approach). By having followed the BTZS methodology, his process can
handle such deviations without resorting to jumping through hoops.
The proof, as they say, is in the pudding.
J Michael Sullivan

Beyond The Zone: An Editorial (cont.)

figure 1: deriving a paper’s density range

Film DR

Film Curve

Base + fog

Log E (SBR)

}

Paper DR

To create a film+developer+paper system, one starts with the
behavior of the paper. From that we derive the range of densities
that are appropriate for that paper (as shown in red in figure 1).
We then use that value per film curve to limit where on the film’s
curve is appropriate for use for that particular paper. This gives us
the film’s density range (shown in blue in figure 2) which then allows us to predict what exposure/development to use for any given
Subject Brightness Value condition when shooting our subject.

Paper Curve

The Core Concept:

Paper ES

Film ES = Paper DR

figure 2: deriving a film’s density range
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he purpose of this article is to present the steps necessary for the
Beyond the Zone System testing process (BTZS), comment about the extremely useful data generated by this methodology and hopefully remove
any misconceptions that it is “too difficult” or “too cumbersome.”

It is not the scope of this article
to try and “simplify” the BTZS
(it is simple enough as it is) nor
is it an article pretending to cut
corners in order to make the
system easier or demystify it. It
is simply an outline of the testing procedure and a brief discussion of its strong points. As
such this article will assume the
reader has some basic knowledge about sensitometry. For
example, logarithmic notation,
curve drawing, etc.
The BTZS is based upon a twopronged approach. One is sensitometry and the other is the
incident metering technique.

figure 1: a step tablet

We will start with the sensitometry and testing procedures and
move on to give a brief description of the metering technique.
Since I am a platinum/palladium
(pt/pd) printer exclusively, I will
use examples geared towards
pt/pd printing but the principles
apply as well to those using
conventional silver processes as
well as other types of alternative processes.
Before I continue I would like
acknowledge the Editor of this
magazine for providing and developing the free Excel program
presented in conjunction to this
article to preform the analysis

steps. This article was originally
written for those who would
have made the curves by hand
or had the BTZS proprietary
program. Michael’s contribution
makes my work a lot easier!
If one wishes to create negatives that will consistently and
easily print in one grade of paper (more on this at the end of
the article) thus leaving manipulations such as burning and
dodging as creative tools rather
than tools to fix or correct errors of exposure and/or development, then the first thing we
need to do is find out what is
the response of our paper to a

Note. If you do not already
own the commercial BTZS
Plotter software, then please
download the free Excel
spreadsheet used to illustrate this article from www.
magnachrom.com/download
(you need to be a registered
user of MAGNAchrom magazine in order to download it).
This spreadsheet greatly
simplifies the BTZS calculations requiring little more
than entering all the data,
printing out some charts and
calculating the intersections
of some lines, etc.
IMPORTANT: this free calculator is not meant to be a
replacement for the commercial BTZS Plotter software,
rather it is meant to indroduce the BTZS methodology
to those that are not yet
familiar with it.

specific range of tones in our
negative. This is called the Exposure Scale (ES) of the paper
and to find this ES one uses a
special kind of negative called a
step tablet.
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The first thing to do is to use
said step tablet to test the response of our paper and obtain
an exposure scale. To do this,
one places the step tablet in
contact with the paper and exposes the paper to light (figure
2). One has to be careful not
overexpose/underexpose the
paper so that neither the shoulder nor toe of the paper curve
are cut off. A rule of thumb is
that for silver processes, the
third step in the step tablet is

figure 2: exposed paper scale
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A step tablet (figure 1) is nothing more than a negative which
has been exposed to discrete
and specific amounts of light
to produce in the negative a
scale or “steps” which are usually separated by ½ stop from a
range that goes from 0 to 3.0 in
a logarithmic scale.

figure 3: Enter all the data you measure in the Start Here tab

slightly different than black.
But this is not important as our
analysis of the curve will tell us
if we have made a mistake in
the exposure.

figure 6: a sensitometer
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Write down your printing time
(this is important, more on
this later) and with a reflection
densitometer measure the reflectance of the discrete steps
(figure 3), Input the resulting
values in the Excel program
provided by MAGNAchrom at
the tab labeled “Start Here”.
Or if you happen to know your
paper’s Dynamic Range value
(DR) input this in the appropriate window. You should have a
resulting curve that looks like
figure 5.
To find out the paper’s Exposure
Scale (ES) we plot horizontal
lines against this curve and
project their intersections down
to the horizontal X axis. The
software plots a line that is 0.04
above Base + Fog (b+f) of the
paper, we will call this the IDmin
of the paper. The horizontal line
that is 90% of the darkest tone
you obtained in your readings,
we will call this IDmax. Project a
straight line down to the X axis
for both points and the range
contained between these two
lines is the paper Exposure
Scale (ES). Enter the two X axis
numbers into the spreadsheet
as shown.

figure 5: exposed paper scale chart generated automatically
using the data entered on the “Start Here” tab

Use five sheets of film and expose them with the step table to the
enlarger light. In my case I use a sensitometer (figure 6), which is
an exposing machine that exposes film for testing to a determined
amount of light and time. It is most commonly used in hospitals to
test and maintain Quality Control with x ray film and they are easily found on auctions sites like eBay.
figure 7: a densitometer

You should now have five undeveloped sheets of film that have
been exposed to the same light intensity. Take these sheets of
film and develop them to 5 different developing times. A good set
of numbers would be developing to 3, 5.5, 8, 11 and 16 minutes.
With a transmission densitometer, read and write down the values
for each sheet and enter them into the Start Here tab shown in figure 3. You should have a resulting family of curves that looks like
figure 8.
[Note: In my case I decided to make six curves so that I could get
a better idea of how the low development times behaved]

Now comes the most important part of the testing method which is
curve analysis, this is also the part that makes people believe the
system is too cumbersome. At this point I have to say that while
written this might seem like too much work, in practice it is a matter of only few minutes to graph and obtain the results one is seeking for a very accurate analysis of the film behavior with development. Of course, with the aid of the program this part is greatly
simplified. Once again I will describe what the program does, in reality all you have to do is input the values in the Excel program at
the tab labeled “Start Here” and see the results at the tab labeled
“Cumulative Exposures”
figure 8: cumulative chart generated automatically by the spreadsheet

The software draws the graph in a slightly different manner but
will plot the points in the same manner as we did with the paper
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Now that we have a paper exposure scale we can proceed to fit
the film to this paper. You expose the film in the same manner as
the paper, with a step tablet in contact with the film if one is doing contact printing or by projection if one is doing enlargement
printing. To do this with an enlarger, place an incident meter on the
base board and with the meter set at 100 ASA, move the enlarger
head up and down or open/close the enlarger lens until you get a
reading on your meter of 4 EVs. If you are testing a 400 speed film
then you would need a reading of 2 EVs, etc.

test. For the film test on the X
axis, instead of going from 0
to 3.0, we will make the axis
go from 3.0 to –3.0 and label it
“Log E”. You will see in the next
few paragraphs the reason for
this. Mark the Y axis from 0 to
3.0 just as you did with the paper graph and label it Density
Range or DR for short. For each
curve locate the point on the
curve which is 0.1 above b+f
(base + fog). From this point
project vertically a dotted line
which is the same length as
your required density range. At
his point you should be asking
yourself, “but what is the required density range?”

MAGNAchrom v1.2
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Remember at the start of the
article that we wanted to fit the
negative to the paper? And that
to do this we needed to find out
the paper response or exposure
scale? Your film’s density range
should be one which fits into
the exposure scale of the paper or Film DR = Paper ES. It is
that simple!
After you do this, you should
have a series of five graphs that
look like figures 9 and 10.
This is a good place in the article to introduce the concept
of Subject Brightness Range
(SBR). For those using the traditional zone system, this is the
concept that requires a little bit
of readjustment in the way of

figure 9: Calculating the IDmin and IDmax of the First Film Exposure (and
so on for all the other films)
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thinking and metering. The SBR
links metering, the reflection
properties of reproduction materials and the contrast range of
the subject we are photographing. I will talk about SBR more
in the metering section but I
needed to introduce it at this
point to continue with the curve
analysis section.
The first step in the curve analysis is to find out the contrast
range capability of our film under the development conditions
that falls within our predetermined density range. This is the
subject brightness range (SBR)
and it is found by measuring
on the X axis the distance between the IDmin and IDmax or as
it is labeled on my examples
IEmin and IEmax. Divide this distance by 0.3 and you have your
SBR. Just to illustrate, from my
example chart we see the distance is 1.92. We divide this by
0.3 and the resulting number
6.4 is my SBR.

figure 10: Calculating the IDmin and IDmax of the Last Film Exposure
(and so on for all the other films)

From here we can proceed to
calculate the Average Gradient
(G) which is a measure similar
to what manufacturers call Contrast Index (CI). The Average
Gradient is nothing more than
the slope of the straight line
between the points IDmin and
IDmax. To calculate the slope we
use the same formula we used
in high school to calculate the

slope of a straight line which
is M= (Y2-Y1)/(X2-X1). Let me
continue to use the same chart
I have used as an example to
show how the calculation was
made.
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M = (Y2-Y1)/(X2-X1)= DR/Log E
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Or in my case:
M = (1.62-0.11)/ (0.43-2.34) = -0.79
Don’t worry about the minus
sign, this simply means the
slope is decreasing from right
to left. What is important is the
absolute value.
So now we are ready to figure
out how film speed is affected
by development and obtain our
effective film speed or what is
more commonly known Exposure Index (EI). This is really
one of the most important parts
of the test and one that will require a little bit of care.
To determine the film speeds
for our family of film/developer
combination we need to construct an additional curve that
has very specific dimensions,
namely one that has an IDmin
point of 0.1 above b+f, and SBR
of 1.3 (remember this is the X
axis on our chart) and a DR of
0.8 (this is the Y axis on our
chart) and which falls inside our
family of curves. The first two
questions that come to mind
are: Where in our family of

figure 11: Calculating the Effective Film Speed

M = 0.8/1.3 = 0.61 = G
Remember that this 0.61 is also
our measure of Average Gradient (G), so we would place our
special curve in between those
curves we obtained that contain
this value. In the example chart
I have above you will see that
the special curve would have
to be placed to the right of the
film curve.
To find out how much to the
right and how to make the
curve without data, Phil Davis
devised what is known as the
ISO triangle. To make your ISO
triangle, on another sheet of
graph paper draw the sides as
specified above, one side of
length 1.3 one side of 0.8 and
carefully cut it off the sheet.
Before we get to use the triangle, draw a straight line across
all the IDmin points in the family
of curves (remember this point
is 0.1 over b+f, so the line will
be slanted, the curve with a low
SBR should have a IDmin point
higher than one which received

less development.), and now
you get to use your triangle.
With the base parallel to the X
axis, slide the triangle until the
acute angle vertices touches
the line you just drew across
the IDmin points. Make sure that
the curves entering the triangle
on the side parallel to the X
axis come out of it on the Y axis
side in the same proportion. In
other words, you cannot have
3 curves coming into the triangle and only 2 leaving or vice
versa.
If you followed the instructions
correctly you should have a
family of curves that looks like
figure 12.
The Excel program allows the
reader to manually place the
ISO triangle. Keep in mind that
if you have subtracted the b+f
from your readings your line
that goes through all the 0.1
above b+f points might not be
very slanted and the points appear to be at the same place. If
this happens you need to place
the triangle between the two
curves that have the closest G
values to 0.61 and move the
triangle left/right so that the
curves come in and out of the
triangle evenly.
Notice how the curves come
into the triangle and leave it
proportionally. Since this chart
was generated by computer you

cannot see the line that runs
across all the IDmin points at
the bottom. At the point where
the triangle vertices touches
this line, draw a vertical line
straight down (preferably with
a different color pen or pencil) and mark the point where
it crosses your X axis as the
manufacturer speed point. Now
for each individual curve drop a
line from the IDmin point to the
X axis and see where around
the manufacturer’s speed point
they fall, keeping in mind that
one tick equals 0.1 density or
1/3 of a stop more if it falls to
the right of the manufacturer’s
point or 1/3 stop less if it falls
to the left.
In the chart above I tested Tmx
400 in pyrocat HD, as you can
see the film gives me full speed
only at those SBRs that require
a little bit more than “normal”
development. For the rest of
my curves, the film speed is far
below the rating given by the
manufacturer.

About Me

I

t is my hope that you
enjoy my photography as
much as I enjoy making
it. I have chosen printing
in platinum/palladium as the
medium that best expresses
my vision. Platinum/palladium prints are capable
of unsurpassed beauty and
detail since they are made by
placing the negative in contact with the printing paper.
This requires that large format cameras be used to create in camera negatives which
will be the same size as the
print. Currently I am working with a Gandolfi Variant II
8x10 camera and a Wisner P
12x20 camera to obtain my
negatives.
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curves should this new curve be
placed? And, we have no data
how can we make the curve?
The answers are simple; if we
make a triangle which has for
dimensions 1.3 on the X axis
and 0.8 on the Y axis we can
calculate the slope of the hypotenuse. For this special triangle
we would have:

I welcome all your comments
and suggestion and don’t
hesitate to contact me if you
have any questions about the
photographs or the process.

At this point we are done with
film analysis and all we need
to do is make some charts to
keep with us when shooting and
move on to the metering part.

You can contact me via email
jorgegas@jorgegasteazoro.com
and I encourage you to visit
my website at www.jorgegasteazoro.com

For the field you have to make
one chart and you have to
make one chart to keep at
home. The field chart represents your SBR numbers vs.

Jorge Gasteazoro

your EFS. And should look like
figure 12.
chart you keep at home
54The
represents the SBR vs. Development Time and should look
like figure 13.
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Both of these charts are generated by the Excel program provided by MAGNAchrom.
Now that we are armed with
knowledge of how our film behaves and our charts we can
move on to the metering part.
Using the incident meter technique for metering requires that
we adjust our thinking a little
bit if we are long time practitioners of the zone system.
Nevertheless, this technique is
as capable of utilizing light/dark
judgments a là zone system to
increase or produce a more dramatic image. I will enumerate
the steps and then talk about
a little bit about the technique
and shoe some examples about
making tone value judgments.
(For simplicity readings are
done in EVs and it is best to
initially set the meter to ASA
100, what matter is the SBR
we obtain from these readings,
of course you can always use
stops.)
 Take the bright (highlight)
reading
 Take the dark (shadow) reading

figure 12: Effective Film Speed vs. SBR — take this with you when you photograph!

 Subtract the shadow reading
from the highlight reading and
add 5
 Consult your EFS chart to find
the appropriate film speed
and set this speed in your
meter.

 Consult your Development
time chart to develop the
film.

MAGNAchrom v1.2

 Use the speed/f stop combination from the shadow reading to take the picture.

In order not to make this article too long (or boring for that
matter) I will skip the explanation as to why one should add 5
to the meter readings and refer
you to Phil Davis’ book if you
are really curious. What I would
like to emphasize and comment
on is how neatly this metering
technique tied up all that we did
before. We found out the SBR,
which is linked to the specific
film/developer response which
at the same time is tied to the
way the paper responds.

figure 13: Development Time vs. SBR — keep this in your darkroom!

Another great feature of this
method is no longer needing to
make test strip on the printing
paper. Remember that at the
start of the article in the paper
testing section I asked you to
save your printing time? Well,
if you use you expose your paper to your BTZS negatives in
the same manner you did your
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paper test, i.e. by contact or by projection, use the same printing
time and you will get a print that contains all the information captured in the field fit to the contrast you chose. You no longer need
to make test strips to find out what is the best printing time and
are now free to use dodging and burning as creative tools to enhance the print, not to try an bring out the shadows for example.

MAGNAchrom v1.2

At this point I would like to address some of the objections I have
heard or have been commented to me in the past.
“It is too complicated; I am not a lab tech.”
Even this article was a bit longer than I wanted it and had to go
into some math to be able to explain why we are doing something.
My best response is to include the time line it takes for me to make
these tests.
Expose paper, develop, fix,
wash and dry in microwave

10 minutes

Read paper densities and plot

10 minutes with the program
30 minutes by hand

Expose film (5 strips), develop
fix, wash and blow dry

1 hour

Read film densities and plot

30 min. with the program,
1hr 15 minutes by hand

Total time

1 hr. 50 minutes with the program,
2 hrs 55 minutes by hand

I don’t know of any other testing method that yields so much reliable information so cheaply and so quickly.
“I cannot make aesthetic tone decisions when I am metering.”
Every metering method requires a learning curve, as a long time
zone system practitioner I also felt this way, but with a little practice
it became even easier than checking zones. Since a picture is worth
a thousand words I will use as example of metering and tonality
judgments two prints I made which were taken under similar lightfigure 14: CSC Shall

ing and circumstances but resulted in totally different tonalities.
In this picture (CSCshall) behind the camera was a window illuminating the dark arch. I wanted to show a progression from dark to
light so I metered the dark arch so that the light from the window
hit the meter dome. This gave me a low SBR to keep the closest
arch dark.
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In contrast (pun intended!) the CSChallway picture was taken in
a similar situation as above with totally different results. Behind
the camera was a big glass door that illuminated the hall. If I had
done what I did above, the foreground would have been dark, but
I wanted a smooth transition and the feeling of light. So I metered
on the second arch for the high tones (I wanted the wall next to
the door completely white) and I covered the meter so that no light
from the door behind me would hit the dome. This resulted in a
high SBR number and in open shadows, which is what I wanted.
I believe that as a result of learning to meter this way I have
learned to “see” the light as opposed to worry about textures.
“What good is all the precision in testing when you are
guessing when you meter and simulate shadows by covering the incident dome?”
This statement only shows lack of understanding about the BTZS
methodology. Since we have linked metering with film and paper
response, we know that everything we meter will fall within a SBR
that is also contained within the film and paper response. This will
result in a negative has been calibrated to print all the ranges of
SBRs within our chart. There is no guessing, in fact it is far more
accurate than relying on a spot meter which is influenced by flare,
color response of the cell, etc.
“I don’t have a densitometer”
This is a legitimate objection which used to be difficult to overcome. Phil Davis in his book explains how to convert a spot meter
into a pseudo densitometer. Presently densitometers can be found
on eBay for a few dollars, getting a densitometer is not as expensive or as difficult as it used to be in the past.
figure 15: CSC Hallway

Beyond the Zone System, a Primer (cont.)

B

efore I close I want to mention an important part of
the BTZS testing methodology that was not included
in this article which is reciprocity testing. The BTZS
also has a methodology for this, but since my intention was to just present a primer on the system I felt
it was best left for the reader to investigate this if
this appears to be a method they would like to adopt.
The purpose of testing is to obtain the maximum amount of information with the least amount of effort, time and spent resources.
The BTZS fills this bill better than any other testing method I have
tried. The information is interchangeable with other BTZS practitioners (I have used Phil’s data as well as other photographer’s data
when I felt like trying a new developer but did not want to do all
the testing). The information can be altered to fit other materials,
for example if you change papers all you have to do is plug your
new paper exposure scale in your film test data and you have a
completely new set of data without having to do all the film testing
all over again.

Banish the Test Strip!

To me the most important attribute of this methodology is that it
has freed me from technical considerations and taught me how to
see the light better as a result my pictures have improved tremendously, and that in my opinion should be the goal of any testing
method.
Examples of metering decisions.
Note: All the following photographs are from my portfolio “Convento de la Santa Cruz” If you like to read a brief history of the
convent, visit my web site at www.jorgegasteazoro.com, click on
portfolio and then click on portfolio description.

Editor’s note: for those of you
not interested in or capable
of purchasing a densitometer,
MAGNAchrom has arranged with
Jorge to take readings from your
paper and film. See resources
for contact information.

CSC Pantry
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In this photograph behind the camera was a
very dark room with a
door to the left of the
camera , and in front
as you can see the light
was coming in from
the side and to the left.
This was a simple metering situation for the
BTZS method, I wanted
the square inside the
niche to show full detail, so I metered for
the low values with the
dome inside the square
making sure no outside
light hit the dome, for
the high values I metered the wall immediately to the left.

CSC Cava
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This one required a
little bit of metering
decision similar to what
we would do in the
Zone System. Behind
the camera was a very
dark room, and in front
the sun was shining on
a courtyard to the right.
I placed the dome on
the left hand wall to
get high values with
detail and for the low
values instead of metering with full shadow
I turned the dome towards the right hand
wall about 1/3. This
insured that I had a low
SBR thus giving me a
dark to light progression. If I had metered
the low values in complete shadow, the arch
immediately in front
would have had more
detail and the progression from dark to light
would not have been as
dramatic.

CSC Kitchen
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Once again a very simple situation. I wanted
the frame around the
window to have detail
and some of the door
straight in front to have
detail. I simple placed
the dome on both to
measure high and low
values.

CSC Passage
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This was once again a simple
situation, I metered inside the
left hand side hole to get low
values and at the camera placement for high values. The sun
was shining on a court yard behind the camera so I essentially
metered on the reflection for
the high values.

CSC Refractory
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This once again was a very
simple metering decision, I
placed the dome of the meter
right against the window facing
the outside for the high values.
I metered for the low values
right at where I had placed the
camera, since the camera was
in a very dark area I knew everything closer to the window
would shoe greater detail than
areas closer to the camera. Notice that for the high values if
I had placed the dome farther
from the windows, the window
frame would have been washed
out and not shown the detail it
does.

CSC Oven
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This was room adjacent to the
pantry picture, a simple situation. I placed the dome all the
way to the back of the room for
the low values and just in front
of the oven mouth for the high
values.

Resources:
•

Step tablets www.stouffer.net/TransPage.htm

•

Densitometers & accessories www.rhdesigns.co.uk

•

BTZS forum www.btzs.org

•

Used densitometers and sensitometers www.ebay.com

•

The Beyond the Zone System Book www.viewcamerastore.com

•

Versalab darkroom accessories www.versalab.com

•

X-rite densitometers www.xrite.com/home.aspx

•

Free BTZS spreadsheet www.magnachrom.com/downloads

•

Contact the author: jorgegas@jorgegasteazoro.com
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Beyond the Zone system 4th edition by Phil Davis
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[TECHNIQUE] Macro with the Mamiya 7

It occurred to me that some of the accessory video “filters’ might
provide a lightweight alternative for macro photography with this
field camera. However, being a rangefinder, it would also require a
rangefinder mechanism with parallax correction to enable shooting
closeup. Fortunately, the engineers of yesterday come to the rescue of our modern dilemma.
Back in the heyday of rangefinders, many camera manufacturers offered such macro accessories for their (mostly
35mm) rangefinders. Key among them was Zeiss Icon
whose Contax cameras offered the Contameter closefocusing rangefinder accessory. Fortunately, these venerable accessories are often available on eBay,
sometimes even for a bargain.
I purchased a used Contameter
on eBay recently for a mere
$20 — no kidding. Paired up
with a new Canon 500 D macro closeup lens (purchased
from Adorama) I had the
makings of a portable macro
capability for my Mamiya. I
only had to “tune” the system
so that I could obtain repeatable results.
The rest of this article deals with
how one goes about using such accessories with a modern rangefinder.
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A

modern marvel, one of the failings of the otherwise fabulous
Mamiya 7 series was a lack of a dedicated macro lens. The
only concession from Mamiya was a Rube Goldberg foldup
macro contraption that included a screw-on macro filter and
a mechanical “framing device” that allowed one to literally frame
the desired area for closeup. This of course ruined one of the hallmarks of this wonderful camera —namely its lightness and agility.

Mamiya 7 Macro

MAGNAchrom v1.2
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What you’ll need
 Mamiya 7 rangefinder with 80mm lens
 Canon 500d 58mm close up lens attachment
(this can be purchased from Amazon.com or
pretty much any camera dealer on the web
such as Adorama)
 6x7 ground glass (I got mine out of a parts
RB67 camera)
 Zeis Icon Contameter (or equivalent)
 (Optional) a macro focusing rail (such as the
Really Right Stuff shown here) to move the
camera forward and backward as you ascertain
precisely how far from the lens an object must
be.
Step 1. Place the Contameter on your accessory
hot shoe on top of the camera as shown in the
accompanying photographs.
Step 2. Screw the Canon close up accessory onto
the front of the 80mm lens. Also focus the lens
to its closest focusing range (for the Mamiya 7
80mm lens, this is approximately 1 meter).
Step 3. Open the rear of the camera and tape the
6x7 focusing screen directly on the film rails. I
taped it in place so that it wouldn’t move during
the next steps.
Step 4. Place an object to focus approximately 18
inches in front of the camera. Putting everything
on a tripod with a sliding rail greatly simplifies
this
Step 5. Set the camera exposure time to B
(blub), wind the camera winder once, then hold
down the shutter — the item to focus should now
be visible on the ground glass. (Note: you can
also use a locking shutter release to free up one
of your hands)

Step 8. Adjust the Contameter by turning the
dial until the object you focused on with the
ground glass comes into focus and is aligned
in the Contameter viewfinder. Once it is aligned,
you have now calibrated your Contameter to your
lens. Make a mark on the Contameter dial where
alignment happens. In my case it was approximately at the “35” position.
Using the setup in the field
As the Mamiya is so lightweight, one can carry it
around pretty much all day without getting tired.
The above macro kit is in keeping with this lightweight ethic. So I just keep the Contameter and
Canon closeup lens in my vest pocket. When I’m
ready to shoot a closeup, I take the two items
out, attach them to the camera, and in under 30
seconds I’m ready to start shooting macro.
Admitedly it takes some getting used to. Moving
the camera back and forth while aligning things in
the Contameter is anachronistic in these days of
DSLRs and autofocus cameras, but there is nothing like a beautiful 6x7 negative to convince yourself that it is all worth it.
On the following two pages are some test shots
I did with this setup this past summer. While the
corners are a bit soft, the center is plenty sharp
— certainly works for me!
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Step 7. For your records, measure the distance
from the film plane to the object’s focus plane.
In my case it was 17.5” (44.5 cm). However, the
next step is much more important since you are
not likely to take a measuring stick out every time
you want to shoot a macro shot.

Mamiya 7 Macro

Step 6. With the lens open and the object visible
on the ground glass, move the camera body forward until the object is in sharp focus. I suggest
you use a loupe to verify this.

Mamiya 7 Macro
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Area of Soft Focus

Area of Sharp Focus

Closeup shot from the Cow Girl Hall of Fame Restaurant in Santa Fe New Mexico, demonstrating the behavior of the Canon 500 macro lens accessory
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Mamiya 7 Macro
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[TOP PHOTO SCHOOLS] Rochester Institute of Technology

W
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elcome to a new column for MAGNAchrom wherein we
give an overview of the best photography schools in
the world. We feel it important to not only recognize
the contribution of such schools, but also to remind
current photographers of where the next generation
will be coming from and what they will be learning.

We start the ball rolling with Rochester Institute of Technology’s
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences as it is arguably one of
the best known. Truth be told, RIT is a place near and dear to me.
I was there all too briefly for the 1976/1977 term and will never
forget the experience. (in fact, I met my future wife there. And
while she may have initially hated my guts, we are soon to celebrate our 25th anniversary — thanx RIT!).
There is no doubt that RIT is a powerhouse when it comes to photographic arts. With its long traditions, varied programs, outstanding facilities, and proximity to the heart of Kodak, RIT has enjoyed
a special place among colleges and universities that offer a degree
in photography. In fact, few schools offer anywhere near the wide
variety of possible photographic majors.
The good news is that today’s students continue to learn both traditional and digital technologies and are expected to master both
One word of advise for those wishing to attend this august institution: bring your winter coat! Rochester winters are an experience
unto themselves!

Facilities







90 Darkrooms
30 Studios
15 medium format digital cameras
105 35mm SLR digital cameras
75 4x5 cameras
Thousands of other photographic accessories

Enrollment
 More than 700 students
Faculty
 Full-time faculty members 30, plus an average of 20 adjunct
professors per quarter
 Student to Faculty Ratio: 15 to 1
Programs









Master of Fine Arts in Imaging Arts-Photography
BFA in Advertising Photography
BFA in Fine Art Photography
BFA in Photojournalism
BFA in Visual Media
BS in Imaging and Photographic Technology
BS in Biomedical Photography Communications
Minor, Applied Imaging Systems

Alumni of Note

Since 1979, seven RIT photo graduates
have won a combined ten Pulitzer Prizes.

 Kwaku Alston ’94, celebrity portrait photographer
 Paul Benoit ’76, winner of Pulitzer
Prize in 1979 while working for Boston Herald-American
 Bernard Boston ’55, retired photojournalist from Los Angeles Times
 Robert Bukaty ’82, winner of Pulitzer Prize in 1999 while working for
Associated Press
 Peter Bunnell ’59,
 Carl Chiarenza ’55 and ’57
 Bruce Davidson ’54,
 Ken Geiger ’85, winner of Pulitzer
Prize in 1993 while working for Dallas Morning News
 Stan Grossfeld ’73, winner of two
Pulitzer Prizes in 1984 and 1985
while working for Boston Globe
 Daniel Loh ’95, winner of Pulitzer
Prize in 1999 while working for Associated Press
 Irv Pobboravsky ’62,
 William Snyder ’81, winner of
three Pulitzer Prizes in 1989, 1991,
1993 while working for Dallas Morning News
 Anthony Suau ’78, winner of Pulitzer Prize in 1984 while working for
Denver Post
 Pete Turner ’56, world renowned
editorial and advertising photographer
 Jerry Uelsmann ’57, world renowned photographer and instructor
Photo of Bernie Boston taken by A. Sue Weisler

A

nyone who was seriously interested
in photography came to RIT,” says
Richard Zakia ’56. “There’s no other
school in the world like it.”
After leaving the Navy in 1952, Zakia enthusiastically joined the RIT student body.
During that period, the photography department was introducing a bachelor’s degree program, with Zakia among its first
graduates.
“It was a magical time to be a student
here,” he recalls. “RIT had the best faculty,
including Charlie Arnold, Ralph Hattersley,
Al Rickmers, Bill Shoemaker, Les Strobel,
Hollis Todd and Minor White. They were
very inspiring and really cared about the
students. I didn’t realize it at the time, but
that was grooming me to go into teaching
and to carry on that tradition.”
Tim Crandall, a biomedical photographic communications student,
studies the composition of a snowflake. The exercise was part of
his “Photography through the Microscope” class, taught by RIT
Professor Michael Peres. Students in the class had plenty of flakes
from which to choose from with more than 50 inches of snowfall in
January of 2005.

95 inches: Average Annual Snowfall in
Rochester New York

O
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ne thing is certain at RIT, as a
student you are going to get the
opportunity to rub shoulders
with some very famous photographers
and industry insiders. And you can expect
these visiting pros to give you honest
feedback on your work. The good news
is that each graduating class is not only
technically proficient in all aspects of
photography, but also intimately aware
of how the photographic industry works
and what is expected of them. Without
a doubt, these students are the next
generation of photographic professionals
whose job it is to fill the very big shoes of
those who have gone before them.

Photo of Kwaku Alston taken by A. Sue Weisler
MC

Shootout:
Digital vs. Analog Prints
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W

ith all the noise on the internet about digital is better vs analog is better, why on earth would MAGNAchrom decide to enter the fray? In short, to set the record straight. To date all comparisons we have
ever found compare the digital data to scanned analog data — an apples to oranges comparison if
ever there were. Instead, it occurred to us that the only fair comparison would be digital print to analog print. Mano â mano. And so we embarked on the painful journey of chosing a fair subject, shooting it with
a variety of media, then meticulously printing them to various output media. Early on we decided to NOT shoot
yet another studio shot (unlike so many internet gurus) instead, shooting an outdoor scene that would keep the
subject as close to real-world as possible. The goal of this exercise was simple: subjective sharpness as viewed
by the naked eye from six inches (150mm) away. Color quality was not taken into account.
To keep things simple (not!) we decided to use color negative film
as that would allow us to make direct Type C prints without any
interneg. It would also allow us to scan the negatives to see if
scanning improves or worsens the quality of the original negative.
The short answer is: it depends. It can be argued that transparency materials would be slightly sharper — perhaps so, but as you
will see, the Fuji Pro 160S held its own against a formidable digital
challenger.
Our methodology
To keep things as fair as possible, we wanted to eliminate as many
variables as possible. As such, it was decided to use a single lens
for all photographs. This necessitated moving the camera back and
forth from the outdoor scene so that the image area was proportionately the same with minimal amounts of cropping. We decided
to keep the 3:4 proportion of the BetterLight back as the standard
crop since this reduced the amount of cropping across various

media. We introduced rollfilm into the mix to see if the increase
in grain would affect apparent sharpness. And lastly, we downsampled the BetterLight data to 3000x4000 pixels to approximate a
12mp digicam to see if the eye could detect a difference in sharpness with significantly less digital data. Most importantly, no sharpening was done to any of the data. In this way the fairest comparison to an analog Type C print was possible.
We engaged some experts in the field to do the output for this article: Nancy Olson of NancyScans of Chatham New York has been
scanning color negative film for more that 12 years and is a recognized expert on the subject. Tom Melanson of ColorVision in Rockland MA printed our Type C prints and has over 25 years experience.
All input media were printed on a variety of print media to see
what affect if any the print media would have on the apparent
sharpness. As such, we ended up with a total of ten different prints
as shown in the chart on the next page:

Type C

Epson 9600

Fuji Crystal Archive

4 (AAA)

4 (ADD)

4 (ADA)

Hardware

6x8 rollfim

4 (AAA)

4 (ADD)

4 (ADA)

4 (DDD)

4 (DDA)

4 (DDD)

4 (DDA)

 Camera: Linhof Technikardan
 Lens: Schneider 120mm Super Symmar HM
 Gitzo Carbon fibre tripod w/
Arca Swiss ball head

BetterLight @
6000x8000
Downsampled
3000x4000

Output Media
(Final print size: 20”x26.66” )
 Type C print
 Epson 9600
 Fuji Crystal Archive
Capture Media
 BetterLight digital back @
6000x8000 native
 Above data down-sampled
to 3000x4000 pixels to approximate a 12 Mp DSLR
 6x8 Fuji 160 S color negative rollfilm
 4x5 Fuji 160 S color negative sheet film
Guiding Rules
 No explicit sharpening allowed!
 Only print-to-print comparisons attempted. No examination of scanned data.
Yours truly setting up to take the comparison photographs used in this article

AAA

Pure Analog (Type C)

ADA

Analog Capture, Digital scan,
Analog (Fuji Crystal Archive)
output

ADD

Analog Capture, Digital scan,
Digital (inkjet) output

DDD

Pure Digital methodology

DDA

Digital Capture, Analog (Fuji
Crystal Archive) output
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Capture Media
4x5 sheet film

Digital vs. Analog Prints: The Media
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Fuji Pro 160S 4x5 sheet film

Fuji Pro 160S 6x8 rollfilm

MAGNAchrom v1.2

BetterLight Digital Scan Back

Strengths: 9-10 stops of useable data. Moderate grain.
Scans well. Nice saturation.
Medium format cameras are
very portable compared to
their 4x5 bretheren.
Strengths: user-adjustable data curve
during capture allows one to match the
captured data to the Subject Brightness
Range of the scene. Up to 10-11 stops
of usable data. Negligible noise.
Weaknesses: have to carry around a lot
of gear! Scanback is problematic with
anything that moves during the scan
(like the shadows in this picture!)

Strengths: 9-10 stops of useable data. Low
grain. Scans well. Nice saturation
Weaknesses: cannot use Zone-system like adjustments to match film to Subject Brightness
Range. Fuji renders oversaturated greens.

Weaknesses: cannot use
Zone-system like adjustments
to match film to Subject
Brightness Range. Fuji renders oversaturated greens.

Digital vs. Analog Prints: The Equipment
Tango Drum Scanner
(courtesy of NancyScans)

Digital Copy Stand w/ BetterLight scan back
(Courtesy of The Printwright Studio)
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Linhof Technikardan, 120mm
Schneider Super Symmar HM

T

he key thing in this test was to to use the best possible equipment and skillled operators as well as reduce the number of variables. In the case of the camera, the Schneider 120mm Super
Symmar HM is considered to be one of the sharpest field lenses
available. In the case of digital scanning, the Tango drum scanner is
considered to be the ideal tool for scanning film negatives.
Most important of all was being able to compare the prints side
by side. For comparison purposes here in the magazine, all prints
were scanned using a dedicated digital copy camera optimized for
capturing flat artwork. The following pages depict the actual prints
and some closeup details so you can judge for yourself.
Be sure to check out the summary on page 88.

8” @ 300 ppi = 2400 pixels
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Image detail above is scanned from the actual Epson 9600 inkjet print

ADD

4x5 sheet film to Epson inkjet
Capture: Fuji Pro 160S 4x5 sheet film
Data: 6000x8000 Tango drum scan
Sharpening: none
Output: Epson 9600 @2880 dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 98%
Sharpness @ six inches: 70%
Grain/noise @ six inches: very minor amount visible, hardly
noticeable. Ink spots just visible in highlight areas
Overall: A very competent print. Almost as good
as the Fuji Crystal archive print. It should be
noted that most people would never print
this at 2880dpi (print time too long), opting instead for 1440dpi. The end result would be slightly more noticeable
“spots”.

8” @ 300 ppi = 2400 pixels

ADD

79

Rollfilm to Epson inkjet

MAGNAchrom v1.2

Capture: Fuji Pro 160S 6x8 roll film
Data: 6000x8000 Tango drum scan
Sharpening: none
Output: Epson 9600
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 92%
Sharpness @ six inches: 60%
Grain/noise @ six inches: visible grain with little affect on
apparent resolution compared to 4x5. Ink spots just
visible in highlight areas.
Overall: much better than the 12Mp data in
terms of sharpness yet delivering only a little
less sharpness than 4x5 or BetterLight @
this enlargement scale.

Image detail above is scanned from the actual Epson 9600 inkjet print

8” @ 300 ppi = 2400 pixels
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Image detail above is scanned from the actual Epson 9600 inkjet print

DDD

48Mp Digital to Epson inkjet
Capture: BetterLight 3”x4” digital scanback
Data: 6000x8000 pixels (native)
Sharpening: none
Output: Epson 9600 @ 2400dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 100%
Sharpness @ six inches: 75%
Grain/noise @ six inches: No noise visible. However, ink
drops just visible in highlights
Overall: Slightly muddy shadows compared
Fuji Crystal Archive print. It should be noted
that most people would never print this at
2880dpi (print time too long), opting instead for 1440dpi. The end result would
be slightly more noticeable “spots”.

DDA

48Mp Digital to Fuji Crystal Archive
Capture: BetterLight 3”x4” digital scanback
Data: 6000x8000 pixels (native)
Sharpening: none
Output: Fuji Crystal Archive @ 300dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 100%
Sharpness @ six inches: 75%
Grain/noise @ six inches: None visible
Overall: Nice, film-like quality. Rich tonality. Arguably
the best print of the entire set — but only slightly
better than the 4x5 film scanned and also
output to Fuji Crystal Archive. I found the
scans produced by NancyScans delivered
significantly more saturation than the
Type C print, particularly the greens.

Image detail above is scanned from the actual Fuji print
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8” @ 300 ppi = 2400 pixels

8” @ 150 ppi = 1200 pixels
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DDD
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12Mp Digital to Epson inkjet

Image detail above is scanned from the actual Epson 9600 inkjet print

Capture: BetterLight 3”x4” digital scanback
Data: 3000x4000 pixels (downsampled)
Sharpening: none
Output: Epson 9600 @ 2400dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 85%
Sharpness @ six inches: 40%
Grain/noise @ six inches: No noise visible. However, ink
drops barely visible in highlights
Overall: can plainly see the difference in apparent
sharpness even at arm’s length. Up close there
is no comparison. 12Mp just isn’t enough for
a 20”x26.6” print without additional sharpening to over compensate for its inherent
lack of data.

DDA

12Mp Digital to Fuji Crystal Archive
Capture: BetterLight 3”x4” digital scanback
Data: 3000x4000 pixels (downsampled)
Sharpening: none
Output: Fuji Crystal Archive @ 300dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 85%
Sharpness @ six inches: 40%
Grain/noise @ six inches: None visible
Overall: can plainly see the difference in apparent
sharpness even at arm’s length. Up close there is
no comparison. 12Mp just isn’t enough for a
20”x26.6” print without additional sharpening to over compensate for its inherent
lack of data.

Image detail above is scanned from the actual Fuji print
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8” @ 150 ppi = 1200 pixels

8” (pure analog)
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Image detail above is scanned from the actual Type C print

AAA

4x5 sheet film to Type C print
Capture: Fuji Pro 160S 4x5 sheet film
Data: NA (pure analog)
Sharpening: none
Output: Type C print (matte)
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 98%
Sharpness @ six inches: 70%
Grain/noise @ six inches: very minor amount visible
Overall: classic rich film look. Highlights a bit blown out
compared to scans of film or BetterLight scanback.
Just a tab less sharp than the BetterLight print.
Colors not as saturated as any of the prints
derived from the drum scan of this negative. I was actually disappointed in the
Type C prints.

ADA

4x5 sheet film to Fuji Crystal Archive
Capture: Fuji Pro 160S 4x5 sheet film
Data: 6000x8000 Tango drum scan
Sharpening: none
Output: Fuji Crystal Archive @ 300 dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 98%
Sharpness @ six inches: 70%
Grain/noise @ six inches: minor amount visible
Overall: maintains the film-like quality of the pureanalog Type C print, however highlights are not
blown out. Also, color saturation was noticeably greater than the Type C print. In short,
a significantly better-looking print than
the Type C print. In fact, this was definitely one of the best-looking of all. A
real winner.

Image detail above is scanned from the actual Fuji print
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8” @ 300 ppi = 2400 pixels

8” (pure analog)
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Image detail above is scanned from the actual Type C print

AAA

Rollfilm to Type C print
Capture: Fuji Pro 160S 6x8 rollfilm
Data: NA (pure analog)
Sharpening: none
Output: Type C print (matte)
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 92%
Sharpness @ six inches: 60%
Grain/noise @ six inches: noticeable grain
Overall: classic rich film look. Highlights a bit blown out
compared to scans of film or BetterLight scanback.
Colors more muted than either of the images
produced from the drum scan this negative.
We’re sure that the enlarger operator got
this print a touch out of focus. As there
was no time to send it back, what you
see is what we got. A bummer.

8” @ 300 ppi = 2400 pixels

ADA

Rollfilm to Fuji Crystal Archive
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Capture: Fuji Pro 160S 6x8 rollfilm negative
Data: 6000x8000 Tango drum scan
Sharpening: none
Output: Fuji Crystal Archive @ 300 dpi
Sharpness @ 24 inches: 92%
Sharpness @ six inches: 60%
Grain/noise @ six inches: visible grain
Overall: lovely film-like quality of the print with grain
evident but only small effect on apparent sharpness as compared to 4x5. A great-looking print.
Proving that medium format film scanned
and printed to Fuji Crystal Archive is still
VERY competitive with even the most
expensive digital backs.

Image detail above is scanned from the actual Fuji print

Digital vs. Analog Prints: Conclusion

88So what to conclude about this print comparison?
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At arm’s length, only the unsharpened 12mp data was
noticeably soft. The other three media were very close to
being perceived as nearly 100% sharp at this distance.
Even further away (as expected) pretty much all the images
looked equally sharp when enlarged to 20”x26.6”.
At six inches away, one could easily detect significant
changes in sharpness for all media. At this distance, the
BetterLight data was slightly sharper than the 4x5 film, but
not by much. For all practical purposes they appeared to
be pretty much the same. The 6x8 rollfilm started showing
some softness in comparison at this distance. Also, grain
for the 6x8 rollfilm was beginning to be noticeable at this
enlargement scale. As for the (unsharpened) 12mp data, it
was nowhere near close.
It is important to recall that NONE of these images were
sharpened. Had all of the images been sharpened, the perceived values would have risen across the board. In fact,
one could reasonably assume that the 12mp data “sharpened” would appear very close to 100% sharp at arm’s
length. In other words, when sharpened, at normal viewing
distances, any of image data enlarged to 20”x26.6” will appear nearly equally sharp to any other image.
It is also clear that up close, there is no comparison with
any of the “enlarged” images to a film contact print (e.g.
8x10 or larger) which essentially has unlimited sharpness
at all distances. In fact, the BetterLight data (shown in red
in the diagram at right) is limited by the print media itself.
In other words, the red line represents the practical limit of
any ordinary print output media.
As shown on the chart, at arm’s length there is very little
need for “more sharpness”. This explains why so many people with DSLRs make the claim that their prints are “almost”
as sharp as a 4x5 — even though it is stretching the truth!
However, we all know that up close, BIG cameras still rule!

Perceived Resolution vs. Distance

*
*
*
*

100%

*
*
*

75%

50%

Legend:

*
*
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*
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Contact Print
48Mp (6000x8000)
4x5 Negative
6x8 Rollfilm
12Mp (3000x4000)

25%

0%
0mm
(0”)

150mm 300mm 450mm 600mm 750mm 900mm 1050mm 1200mm
(6”)
(12”)
(18”)
(24”)
(30”)
(36”)
(42”)
(48”)

Normal Viewing

Special Thanks to:
NancyScans			
ColorVision Photographics
The Printwirght Studio		

www.nancyscans.com
www.colorvisionphotographics.com
www.printwrightstudio.com
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[Parting Shot] Parking Lot, Albuquerque Airport
I travel a lot. Way too much in
fact. To keep my sanity I always
bring a camera or two. One of my
all-too-typical subjects is shooting
out my hotel window. Usually there
isn’t much to look at. But occassionally you are given a treat.
Here I was staying the night in Albuquerque New Mexico and something told me to get up at 6am to
see what the weather was like. Lo
and behold, we had a passing rain
shower. Combined with the soft
pre-sunrise lighting and the rigid,
man-made parking lot patterns I
felt this was a keeper.
J Michael Sullivan

Location:
Camera:
Lens:
Film:
Size:

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mamiya 7II
50mm
Kodak Portra 400NC
24”x30”

Great magazine! Broad range of issues covered in depth. I wish
more magazines offered as much. Thank you! — Rick Russell
Magnificent! My congratulations on publishing a very interesting, informative and aesthetically pleasing magazine. The content is first rate and the graphical design and general presentation are simply exceptional. I look forward to future issues.
— Eric N. Wickfield
Thank you for creating this magazine. Although I have been an
amateur photographer for over 20 years I only started shooting
large format 6 months ago and was nearly afraid it was too late
to jump into it. — Chris Jackson

1.2

I am loving everything about MAGNAchrom! If it were on the
newstand I would add it to my monthly purchases...great info,
great photos, great fresh design...great job! I’ll be mentioning
it on my website...more people need to know about it!
— Paul Viapiano
Congratulations Michael, I thought it was an excellent issue,
very professional-looking and interestng articles. Since I no
longer use medium format I passed over the Mamiya article but
otherwise I read it cover-to-cover (is “cover to cover” an appropriate term for an on-line magazine? - maybe it should be
“byte to byte” : - )). I particularly enjoyed the interview with
Michael Veit and Jorge’s BTZS article which did the best job
of explaining this system in a relatively short space that I’ve
ever seen. It should be the standard reference for anyone who
wants to know what the system is all about without having to
take the time to study Phil Davis’ book. — Brian Ellis
I enjoyed this issue very much. Michael Veit’s work is excellent...I hadn’t seen it here (on APUG) before even though
his membership goes back to 2002 or so. It was nice to read
Jorge’s article too. He’s missed here, controversy or not! The
digi-analog essay was very interesting. It’s nice to see that film
still rules. (I wonder if it still will when we have to make our
own ;0 ). A worthy enterprise. Thank you Michael Sullivan!
— John Voss
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